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1. In the stage of literature review, you are expected to…… 
a. Review previous researches 
b. Criticize previous researches 
c. Both 
d. Neither 

2. When reviewing previous researches, you are expected 
to…. 

a. Discuss their findings 
b. Connect what you are discussing to your specific points. 
c. Both 
d. Neither 

3. In literature review, you should….. 
a. Catalogue other people’s studies with no comparison of 

them with each other. 
b. Not make use of them to connect to your own work. 
c. Make your background review reads like an MA survey 

essay on some area of investigation. 
d. None of the above mentioned. 

4. If your literature review  needs to focus  rapidly on just 
what bits of articles and books are relevant to your study, 
this means that your literature review is….. 

a. Incomplete 
b. Too broad  
c. Relevant   
d. All false 

 
5. You can report previous work as ‘important’ when ….. 

a. It has no relevance to your own research UNLESS it may 
be highly regarded in the field generally. 

b. It has relevance to your own research 
c. Both possible 
d. Neither 

6. When retailing other people’s criticisms of each other’s 
research, you are supposed ….. 



a. Not to resolve opposing views, argue your own view, or 
draw implications for your research 

b. To resolve opposing views, argue your own view, or draw 
implications for your research 

c. It depends on the subject of the research 
d. All false 

7. Your literature review should not exceed….of the writeup. 
8. Quarter 
9. Half 
10. Third 
11. Sixth  
12. Your literature review should include mentioning the 

results of your own later research in your review. 
a. I agree 
b. I don’t agree 
c. It depends on the type of the research 
d. I don’t know 

 
13. If you want to stick with one model you have learnt 

about, you are….. 
a. Not expected to give reasons for this 
b. Expected to give reasons 
c. Not allowed to give reasons at all 
d. All false 

14. In dealing with key terms especially the vague ones, 
you  should….. 

a. Discuss and define them 
b. Catalogue  a lot of people’s definitions of X WITHOUT 

showing where they agree/differ or which one you are 
adopting for your work and why 

c. It depends on the field of the study 
d. All false 

 
15. In literature review, you are expected to….. 

a. Review methods used previously to gather relevant data  
b. Justify your methods e.g. (interviews versus 

questionnaires 
c. Both 
d. Neither 



 

 


